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The International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles 

(INPRO), existing within IAEA Vienna decided to prepare energy and nuclear 
vision of 21st century. We were asked on behalf of AER Working Group F - 
"Spent Fuel Transmutations" and INPRO IAEA collaborative project RMI 
"Meeting energy needs in the period of raw materials insufficiency during the 21st 
century" to prepare material about the situations, reasons and expected time 
table concerning future nuclear fuel cycle closing and influences of fossil raw 
materials deficiencies, expected during the coming century. Material does not 
content, especially in the second part complete solution and partially is only 
formulating extremely complex problems of mutual interaction of technologies, 
raw materials availability and economy needs, together with political demands of 
non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and ecology, taking into account equal 
rights to have electricity and further services using nuclear energy.
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If we want to build up future vision of nuclear energy, problem of closed fuel cycle is of 
special interest. Due to general demands on services like supply of new fresh fuel for 
nuclear facilities, which must be accessible for all responsible subjects and following from it 
demands on safety and nonproliferation and consensus with society, which up to now is 
not able fully accept concept of final disposal of “so called nuclear wastes”. Let us 
look on the situation from the point of view of future development in the time measure of 
decades. Just now only a very small part of spent nuclear fuel is reprocessed and probably 
to support public acceptance most of the plutonium from the reprocessed standard burned 
nuclear fuel is used for production of MOX (mixed oxide) fuel for the same type of reactors. 
Contemporary safety demands allow use only about one third of the core in the form of 
MOX. Attempts in the past period to close fuel cycle within the existing fleet of thermal 
WWERs were not successful even if theoretically very many cycles were studied, at the end 
in small relative amount one cycles is applied and spent fuel is further stored. Reasons are 
in small amount of neutrons in thermal spectra, small fission cross sections and long time 
and alpha decay resulting in greater demand on neutrons to compensate it. It is obviously 
argued that we can use only reactors, which we have and even decrease of minor actinides 
(like Pu, Am, Cm and Np and negligible amount of further heavy elements) is positive step 
forward and will result into the smaller and cheaper disposal. Even nuclear specialists are 
not fully acquainted with practical consequences, which must be done to be able to work 
with elements containing minor actinides to ensure safe operation – it seems that if is not 
prepared forward in the construction it is practically unrealizable and even MOX use need 
additional changes in storage, regulation and core operation. Contemporary considerations 
support only one through cycle as from economical as from safety reasons.  
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Situation will cardinally change if we want to use nuclear energy 
 for further decades and must take into account limited resources  

of uranium ore and decreasing fossil fuels. 
 
In such a case prices for fuel will not be our main problem – main problem will be to 

have further energy supply, save operation and general acceptance by public. In this 
situation reprocessing experience, production of MOX fuel and future modifications of fuel 
elements construction to be able to use not only U235 but also U238 will be very handy and 
if we did not have it we should quickly start to gain it.  At the same time concept of spent 
fuel as some waste will smoothly come to the resource interpretation and applying 
reprocessing we come to the sets of different elements, which are interpreted in 
dependence on contemporary use.  

There are two groups of elements (if we subtract cladding, construction of assemblies 
and unchanged uranium) 

 
    –   results of neutron capture: transuranid elements Pu, Am, Cm and their 
products like Np (Am, Cm, Np – frequently denoted as minor actinides MA) 
 –   results of heavy elements fission : elements around a half of uranium 
weight (big part if Mendeleyev table)    
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Trying to analyze danger of all products of neutron × heavy elements interaction after 
relatively short time (years) only minor actinides and from fission products 137Cs and 90Sr  
with half life time about thirty years represents real threats. Following existing views 137Cs 
and 90Sr should not be stored in final disposal and if there is no use for them as a raw 
material they will be stored for about 300 year to decrease their activity hundred times. 
There is still group of long lived fission products like 129I and 99Tc but they do not represent 
any real threat and for their destiny we do not need surely repository with many barriers and 
thousand meters deep.   

So that our main problem are minor actinides, if plutonium is 
interpreted as fuel for fast breeders. Troubles arising in preparation of fuel elements 
with greater amount Am, Cm and demand to have forced cooling during the transport due to 
too great heating from spontaneous fission led to the demand to store them in final 
disposal. Also, if we have solid fuel elements then after burning them you have still about 
one half fissionable elements there and you must perform repeated reprocessing of such 
very special fuel and the decreasing minor actinides inventory is slow and isotopic 
composition is going to be less advantages for further burning. The only solution seems 
to be an application of molten salt burner reactor in which we can use as fuel only 
minor actinides. In such a case special molten salt burner can operate directly on 
reprocessing facility, ensure electricity needed for factory and maybe even for surrounding 
and spent all minor actinides, which will be there produced from spent fuel. This solves also 
serious nonproliferation problem, because proliferation sensitive materials will be exported 
only as fuel elements for power-stations or spent directly on the reprocessing factory. And 
repository will not be needed – only temporal storage for some fission products and new 
concept of storage for the weak beta active fission products, which do not represent 
problem. 
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Even if there is lot of unknowns in realization of MS internal cycles (salt pouring out, 

cleaning, adding fissionable fuel and returning mixture back to the reactor) it is clear, that 
what was one time given into the salt will be either burned or withdrawn only at the end of 
reactor lifetime. The only elements, which are extracted, are fission products – we can hope 
that in successive steps we shall learn that in the output stream there will be no heavy 
elements, only fission products. 

 
To be able to realize such long term vision naturally we must admit that there is lot of 

work in front of us and technological progress in chemistry and process automation to be 
able to work in such highly radioactive environment. We should like to mention that fluoride 
volatility and electrochemical methods will be the main direction. 

We shall try to describe the main principal solutions, based on which future technology 
should be built up [1]. 
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How was working old MSR? UF4+ThF4 was diluted in the basic salt 7LiF+BeF2, 

criticality was kept by sufficiently high concentration of UF4, where uranium was highly 
enriched with 235U. During the work UF4 was added to compensate burned elements and 
parasitic absorption in fission products, parallel absorption of neutrons in 232Th is leading to 
the radioactive decay and via protactinium 233Pa is arising 233U, which is so perfect material 
as 235U. There were detailed calculations and experimental verification during which such 
molten salt reactor was working in Oak Ridge National Laboratory between 1965 and 1970 
and 235U was produced with the breeding factor about 1.008. Mean spectrum was thermal 
and reactor power was about 5MW. At the end of the testing period reactor worked nearly 
two years continuously without any problems. Complete project of 1000MWe molten salt 
breeder reactor (MSBR) was prepared to be ready to construct it after 1980. Fear from 
proliferation problems and competitions with fast breeder sodium cooled reactor stopped at 
the end both this projects. There were at that time no technical objections against that 
projects but it was decided to go on the way of light water reactors with slightly enriched 
uranium as fuel (less than 5%) and basic nuclear capacities existing now were done based 
on such type of reactors. 
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Necessity to introduce closed fuel cycle and attractivity of molten salt technology 

returned it back and works started (mathematical modeling) with traditional salt Li+Be and 
in this thermal spectra some neutron driver is needed – at first 235U were introduced and 
because in the period of fast breeders introduction it will be rare material Pu239 was 
thought about. This possibility was at the end refused, because there were too small 
solubility for trivalent minor actinides and plutonium in the salt composed by Li+Be+Na salt 
and it was noticed that addition of KF into the salt can enlarge solubility so much that we 
can compose reactor with fast spectra feed only by mixtures AmF3+CmF3+NpF3,4 ; there 
could be also modification without Np, because Np could be in solid fuel for fast breeders 
without bringing troubles like Am+Cm with high temperatures and high spontaneous fission. 
Following [1],  we can demonstrate that there are asymptotic states in which 
amount of fission minor actinides is in equilibrium with corresponding 
fission products amount and that there is still space in criticality to 
compensate further accumulation of fission products amount. Basic tables 
and results are in Attachment 1. 
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If such facility is in operation then only some fission products should be stored or sent 
back. As could be seen in the enclosed table, it is not so much. 
 
Mass and other properties of chosen isotopes from Czech Republic NPPs (four VVER-440 
blocks of Dukovany and two VVER-1000 blocks of Temelin power-station in the year 2040).  
 

Element Mass [kg] compound mass [kg] volume [l]
90Sr 1800 SrF2 2500 590 

137Cs 3600 CsF 4100 990 
129I 760 IF5 1300 350   

  AgI 1400 240 
99Tc 4500 -- -- -- 
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How the problem looks from the point of view of time. It is without any doubt that the 
first from the possible set of reactors using molten salts will be molten salt 
cooled high temperature reactor with pebble bad fuel and high temperature 
output to be able to split water by catalytic sulfur iodine process and 
further chemical and mining applications mainly in substitution of standard 
crude oil extraction and use. We can estimate it for at least 15 years and it is under 
question mark if it would really be in such amount to compensate at least temporary crude 
oil extraction decrease, which is expected to start around 2015.  Next step is fast 
breeders start and massive reprocessing of spent fuel from WWERs to have Pu 
for MOX fuel for them – period estimated from uranium resources about 2040. And this 
is the period in which we shall need to either spent minor actinides or sent it back to the 
customers from different countries. 

 We can hardly expect that each customer will try to prepare final disposal to 
store it and taking into account existing world, it will be much better to include 
price for utilization of minor actinides in the vicinity of reprocessing factory than to 
send it everywhere. And this is the basic contemporary politic demand how to 
prepare technology, because storage of great amount of such materials like 
minor actinides is also not very desirable – local territory must be long time 
stable, much longer than reprocessing factory lifetime, and this now not easy to 
suppose.   
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Real plan to build up reprocessing facilities should start about ten 
years to be ready to produce fuel material about at least five years before 
the fast breeders are started. It should be clear how the basic operation 
with highly radioactive materials will be organized. That is why we should 
have knowledge, how to close fuel cycle already now, because not all 
ideas, which are now in consideration could be really realized in industrial 
measures.  

It is also clear that we shall not start to project directly reactor for minor 
actinides, but there are sets of different molten salt reactors, which can work on 
uranium, on uranium - thorium cycle or on different modification Pu in fuel. Such 
reactors will verify realization of thorium fuel and confirm possible breeding of fuel 
and can partially answer, if future output temperatures will enable us broad 
hydrogen production and how liquid fuel of oil type will be substituted to keep 
individual transport. 

Up to now all works [2] – studies done within EU projects – are confirming that such 
type of reactors are stable, but they are also strongly showing that experimental verification 
is at the very beginning and that there is big space for simulation and optimization of 
chemical cleaning. 
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We generally know how hard is to reach public consensus in technological 
development and even if we can expect that public acceptance of future technologies will 
be more positive than now, it is clear that it would be much better to know how to proceed 
already now to be able to verify all aspects of future technological and public development. 

 
It is also a new aspect of future technology development in such global thing, that 

development and R&D works will also be global, but anyway must keep responsibilities to 
bring it to the technology, which is needed.  

 
It is without any doubt that local spending of MA at reprocessing 

factory should be much cheaper that repeated sending of MA and further 
fission products back and storage in local repositories. Up to now it seems 
that common repositories are due to public views vision of very far future 
and people and states are not changing too quickly. And inside such 
technical&society&economy considerations are also resources to bring the 
technology to the fruitful and safety use.    
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Attachment 1. 
 

Demonstration calculation of molten salt burner reactor. 
 
Demo-calculation was chosen to demonstrate principally feasibility of MSR burner to serve about 20 standard PWR 

1000MWe.  
basic salt composition:  0.4115⋅LiF+0.103⋅NaF+0.3755⋅KF+0.11⋅MAF3 (molar percent) 
geometry: R-Z cylinder R=135cm; height = 310cm; surrounded by graphite reflector 

 
Actinides in power reactors spent fuel, g/kg 

 
Actinide Mass 

Np 0.488 
Pu 8.24 
Am 0.6092 
Cm 8.92E-03 

Total 9.346 
 
 

Actinide masses in annual MSR feed 
 

Actinide kg/year 
Np 441.182 
Am 550.754 
Cm 8.064 

Total 1000.0 
 

 
Equilibrium masses of heavy metals 

 
Element Equilibrium mass Equilibrium mass out 
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in core, kg of core, kg 
Th 0.157 0.157 
Pa 0.014 0.014 
U 1351.704 1351.704 

Np 2534.735 2534.735 
Pu 9415.769 9415.769 
Am 3381.377 3381.377 
Cm 1126.647 1126.647 
Bk 0.237 0.237 
Cf 2.007 2.007 

Total 17812.65 17812.65 

 
Fission products effect on neutron multiplication factor Keff 

 
Calculation mode Keff  Δ(1/K) 

Without fission products 1.0215 ± 
0.0004  

Fission products cycle 100 days 1.0198 ± 
0.0004 -0.17% 

Fission products cycle 1 year 1.0155 ± 
0.0004 -0.59% 

Fission products cycle 3 years 1.0043 ± 
0.0004 -1.71% 

 
In core total volume 17.5 m3 the heavy metal mass was about 19.9 tons, total power release ~ 2.86 GWth and average 
power density ~ 160.9 MW/m3. About 990 kg/year fission products are generated. Fission products equilibrium amounts in 
core depend on fission product disposal rate and vary from ~ 100 kg to 1000 kg. Details see in literature. 
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